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WHO WE ARE?

WHAT DO WE OFFER?

IKL is one of the leading brands in Bearing manufacturing whose
name is synonymous with high quality products and services. With the heritage of manufacturing excellence of Slovakia in mid-sixties, IKL Bearings are
superior in engineering and ﬁneness of design. The manufacturing legacy of
7 decades began in erstwhile Czechoslovakia with production of high-precision bearings or the aircraft industry. Although, IKL started manufacturing of
bearings in early ﬁfties, the complete range of standard bearings started to
be rolled out from the company in early sixties.

IKL stands for ‚Value Addition‘ – Offering its customers the best quality backed by just-in-time delivery – at the most economical prices. Our engineers invest quality time and resources on cutting edge Research & Development. Finest of raw materials go into making precision components and
advanced manufacturing techniques ensure superior products. To further
the experience, our team of engineers understand the requirement at hand
and offer optimized solutions. With a sprawling Central Warehouse situated
in Kolkata, IKL India carries in its Inventory, almost 80% of the

IKL started marketing their Standard and Non-standard bearings worldwide in nineties and today it has earned a
prestigious position amongst the western bearing brands and is widely used
by the European and American engineering industry along with the Asian markets. IKL is the sole distributor of IKL, Ltd., Slovakia and started its
operation in year 2007. With a central warehouse and strategically located
ofﬁces, IKL has got the momentum right. Efﬁcient team, customer focus,
exceptional quality, stable deliveries and competitive prices have made IKL
the preferred brand in Industrial markets.

Standard bearing types that the Indian Engineering Industry usually
requires – thus offering its customers a tremendous scope of saving Inventory Carrying Costs by offering them Off-the-Shelf Door Delivery in most
of the cases. Specialists in developing Non-standard precision bearings,
IKL has seamlessly amalgamated the latest technology with the tradition of
European products and processes. Whatever be the needs of heavy engineering industry, IKL can cater to it with its Application Optimized Bearings.

OUR FOCUS IS ON:

Agriculture Machines
Tortilla Machines
Machine Tools
Automotive

OUR VISION:

To start-off we aim to be amongst the top 6 leading brands (in terms
of market share) in Industrial. Bearings segment by 2017. To be the Brand
asked for by its name, preferred for its unsurpassed quality and associated
with organizations whose zeal and values are similar. Our vision serves as
the beacon and guides every aspect of our business by describing what we
need to accomplish in order to continue achieving sustainable and quality
growth.

Power Plants
Windmills
Rolling Mills

OUR MISSION:

Cement Plants
Paper Plants
Sugar Plants

To be the preferred choice of our customers by serving them with:

Steel Industry

World-Class products & services at competitive prices
Just in time (JIT) delivery assurance
Application Optimized Solutions
Solutions to improve their rotational efﬁciency & effectiveness, in turn making them more successful
and proﬁtable
Material Handling
Earth Movers Pulp & Paper Agriculture
Food Processing Pumps and Compressors Electric Motors
Textile Automotive Chemical and Fertilizers

Other Industrial Needs

OUR PRODUCT RANGE:

Ball Bearings

Self Aligning Ball Bearings

Single Row Deep Groove Ball Bearings.
Different seals like RS, 2RS, Z, ZZ.
Different cages like Pressed steel & Brass

Double Row straight or tapered bore Spherical
outer ring raceway allows self alignment

Taper Roller Bearings

Multirow Large Bore Bearings

Single Row Metric and inch dimensions.

Cylindrical; taper and thrust
Through or Case Hardened
Available in metric and inch dimensions

Spherical Thrust Bearings

Cylindrical Roller Bearings

Brass or Steel cage.

Single Row Double Row Type Code: N, NJ, NU,
NUP

Spherical Roller Bearings

Thrust Ball Bearings

Double Row with brass or steel cage.
Straight or taper bore.

Single or double direction - Steel or brass cage
Thrust ball bearings are divided into single and
double direction types.

Sleeves

Anglular Contact Ball Bearings

With unique properties of heat, disbursement, relubrication facility, superior
sealing arrangement

Single Row - Double Row ACH type high speed
bearings were designed to contain more balls than
standard bearings

